BUY GOLF IN VENETO
Sunday, 17th – Wednesday, 20th April 2016
Sunday, 17th April:
Arrival at airport Venice Marco Polo. Pick ups. Check-in at:
Hotel Villa Contarini Nenzi
Via Guizzetti 78/82 - 31030 Dosson di Casier (TV) Italy
tel.+39-0422.493249 www.hotelvillacontarininenzi.com
Villa Contarini Nenzi is a Palladian style villa with the surrounding
English garden decorated by open air sculpture, breakfast rooms with
painted ceilings and silverware on linen cover tables, spacious rooms
with authentic wall decoration and paintings, spa facility and a stylish
restaurant serving local Veneto dishes. Nice personnel ready to
prepare you a generous spritz drink in the small carachteristic bar.

19.30 Transfer, walk and dinner in Treviso at Ristorante le Beccherie.
Piazza Ancilotto 11 - 31100 Treviso (TV) www.lebeccherie.it
Touted by the locals as ‘little Venice’, Treviso is described by poets as
a città cortese ("courteous city"), a calm and peaceful atmosphere
that induced 18th-Century Venetian aristocrats to choose the Treviso
area as their ideal vacation spot.
Treviso is the home of world renowned Tiramisù, along with radicchio
and Prosecco, just to name a few. It is nestled into an area, marked by
the waters of the Piave, Sile and Livenza rivers, giving charming fluvial
landscapes that intermingle with pretty hills and thriving fields that
are dotted with elegant and stately homes. This much-overlooked town
dates to Roman times and was long the most faithful of Venice’s subject
cities.
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Monday, 18th April:
8.00 check out and departure from Hotel Villa Contarini Nenzi to GC
Verona. www.golfclubverona.com
NB: luggages will be taken to Hotel Villa Condulmer. Please put a bag tag on it to
facilitate check in procedure at night.
Golf Club Verona is located in the hilly outback of Lake Garda.
Surrounded by abundant vegetation and embedded in the soft hills
covered by the white wine Custoza vineyard, the Club offers a
dignified and tasteful atmosphere and challenging course.
9.30 ca Arrival at GC Verona. Welcome coffee and visit of Club House.
10.30 Clinic with champion Costantino Rocca at driving range.
12.40 Show cooking with Fabrizio Nonis & Giuseppe D’Aquino
(1 Michelin Star) and tasting.
14.30 Play 18 holes. Rocca will be playing together on the course.
19.30 Transfer to Restaurant San Vigilio in Lago di Garda, www.locandasanvigilio.it.
Situated in the shade of the Rocca, Garda is the 10th-century fishing
village that gave the lake its name. Out of season, Garda's perfectly
curved bay and fine shingle beaches make it a great lunch spot.
Locanda San Vigilio is a 16th-century Villa with its prominent position
over the lake. It is one of the special hidden place of Italy full of old
time and charm.
Late arrival and check in at:
Hotel Villa Condulmer
Via Preganziol, 1 31021 - Mogliano Veneto (TV)
Tel. +39 041 5972700 - www.hotelvillacondulmer.it
Villa Condulmer is a beautiful 300 year old property with its own golf
course about 15 minutes away from Venice Marco Polo airport.
It is more than a hotel. The Villa is an historical place, where Giuseppe
Verdi stayed and wrote the Traviata before the Prima at La Fenice
theatre. Amazing frescoes in the hall, wonderful paintings in the rooms,
lovely furnishings, all combined to the peaceful atmosphere,
surrounded by its historic park, golf club and the tayloring point Enrico
Monti, (owner).
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Tuesday, 19th April:
8.00 Departure from Hotel Villa Condulmer, 45 min.
9.00 Arrival at Golf Club Montecchia.
Visit of Club House/Training Centre
Everything is there: the landscape, the historical Villa Capodilista and
the majestic XIth century fortress, the trees, the project. The Irish
architect Tom Macaulay meant to realize a suitable course to this
landscape, and he succeeded in doing it, if you consider that the
Montecchia is one of the most estimated golfs in Italy. It is pluriawarded club with one of its restaurant that gained one Michelin Star.
10.00 – 13.00
Workshop with Sellers from Veneto at Sala Petrarca, 1st floor of
Club House. Coffee station available.
13.00 Light lunch at Veranda ABC by Alajmo at Club House Montecchia.
14.00 Start Play 18 holes.
20.00 Transfer and dinner in the typical Osteria Mulini del Dolo,
www.molinidolo.com, along the Rivera del Brenta, where the Venetian
nobility built their mansions.
Transfer to Hotel Villa Condulmer (40h).

Wednesday, 20th April:
9.00

13.00

9 holes at GC Villa Condulmer.
The prestigious Villa Condulmer golf course lies on the park of a
historical 18th century villa. John Harris completed the front 9 holes in
1960 and ten years later Marco Croze realized the back 9, in compliance
with John Harris' former work! An English-style tea room, a Bridge
lounge and a large panoramic terrace with a view on the golf course top
off the perfect setting.
Light Lunch at Club House.

14.00/14.30 Departure to Airport accordingly to departure flights.
For those who needs to leave eralier there will be a previuos picks up.
No other pick ups will be organise.
Taxi are available (20 minutes drive €50,00).
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A brief presentation of the stars who will accompany during your stay:

Costantino Rocca. Golf's greatest Italian player. The 60-year-old is a three-times
Ryder Cup player and the only European to have beaten Tiger Woods in a singles
match in the competition, when he triumphed 4&2 at Valderrama in 1997. The press
wrote of Constantino as the man who dragged Europe to victory, "The Italian rock
that crushed the Tiger". It is remarkable Rocca ever became a golfer. He was 24 by
the time he was hired by the Albenza club in Bergamo to work in the back office
before he turned pro and revealed a determined side to his jovial nature.

Fabrizio Nonis, born in Toronto in 1964 from Italian emigrants, then grew up into
the family butchery in Veneto. From the butchery, the "Bekér", (the Butcher), turned
into one of the best known Italian eno-gastronomy journalist, presenter of tv
shows, (featured on Rai , Sky, Alice), cook books writer, creator of important
gastronomic events, professor at the University of Perugia and owner of the
Culinary Academy of Marrakech. He loves to entartain his audience with the
culinary and cultural histories of the product.

Giuseppe D’Aquino. Giuseppe D’Aquino, come from a family of doctors, excelled
at school and was on the right track to become an engineer. He realised it was not
what he wanted to do and he wanted to be a chef. ‘I told my father, who said I
could either choose to be safe or stupid.’ After woking in London, Switwerland, Los
Angeles and many other, Giuseppe opened Ristorante Oseleta at the Villa
Cordevigo Wine Relais, an eighteenth century Venetian villa. In 2013, it received the
Michelin Star, thanks to the beautiful setting, attentive service and dishes which
take inspiration from all the different regions of Italy.
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For your itinerary and photos:
Click here

Do business, play with a champion and cook with a star”

“
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